
 

GUIDE TO DeKALB COUNTY CLASSES 

A total of 100 class specifications was written for the DeKalb County Personnel Classification Study. Methods of data 
collection for creation of classes and allocation of positions, descriptions and definitions of class specifications, and the 
general utilization and benefits of a classification system are outlined in other sections of this report. This section will refer 
more specifically to classification utilization for the County and its needs both immediate and projected. 

It cannot be stressed too strongly the need for cyclical review, maintenance, and updating of these specifications to meet: the 
continually changing needs of County employment. The study team has attempted to anticipate some of these needs with the 
creation of some proposed specifications, generic classes, and some class; usually changes in wording and/or requirements 
will suffice. 

The proposed classes are designated in the departmental listing of class specifications by the word proposed in parentheses 
after the classes not presently utilized in those departments. Some of the classes will not presently be used anywhere in the 
County (i.e.. Victim witness Advocate and Victim Witness Advocacy Director) but will be useful when anticipated programs 
are operational. Other classes will currently exist in some departments, but are identified as proposed elsewhere, because the 
generic nature of the specification allows its utilization should recommended staffing changes be implemented, as well as for 
lowering the hiring level should the position be vacated (i.e., Cook III, Public Health Staff Nurse Series). 

Generic specifications are those which can be used in more than one department. Included are positions doing similar duties 
at a similar level with similar requirements and no special job knowledge requirements other than what could be easily 
acquired in a minimal on-the-job training. For DeKalb County the generic specifications that were written include the 
Personnel Director, four class series and some Public Health Nursing specifications. 

The latter necessitates a separate explanation. Because of the stringent state requirements imposed in the areas of public 
health and nursing homes, it was not possible to develop a Nursing Series generic to the three groups in the County requiring 
nursing background. Public Health and Lung Clinic positions were, however, compatible enough to warrant utilization of 
some generic specifications. All Public Health position requirements are now regulated through the Illinois Department of 
Public Health with force and effect of law. Official specifications have been developed on a statewide basis. The wording of 
the specifications included for the DeKalb County Public Health Department, therefore, matches the existing specifications 
with minor changes to express the specific flavor the County Public Health system. The section of IDPH regulating Nursing 
Homes has not developed classes for local jurisdictions, however, there are specific minimum requirements which must be 
met. These do not correspond with requirements in Public Health ergo separate classes were developed. 

The four other series developed for the County are a Maintenance Series, Accounting Series, Cook Series, and a Clerical 
Series. There are two or more County departments now using or potentially using each of these. The net result of the series 
development is to combine a variety of position titles into a few descriptive class cities. This assures that people doing similar 
levels and types of duties are classified in the same titles and thereby should assure closer pay ranges for people performing 
the same level of duties. 

Finally, the Supplemental Section of this report is organized in such a way that the organization chart, the variance chart, and 
the recommendations where applicable for each department are grouped together. This is for your ease of reference. 
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